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SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1906-07
Holidays are printed In full-faced type
June, 1906

Sunday __________ -. 3 101724 . .
Monday __________ .- 411 1825 -Tuesday _________ -- 512 1926 -Wednesday_______ -- 61320 27 - Thursday ________ -- 71421 28
Friday ___________ 1 8152229 -.
Saturday ______ - . 2 9162330 __

--

Nov., 1906

- - 7142128 . -

Dec., 1906

-- 512 1926 __
61320 27 - .. 71421 28 --

3 101724 ..

July, 1906

Sunday __________
Monday __________
Tuesday _________
Wednesday_______
Thursday ________
Friday ___________
Saturday _________

I 8 1522

29 --_
2 9 16 2330.
1
310 172431 -411 1825
512 1926 __ -61320 27 -· 1 . _

. T'"�·
------I

2 91623 30
3 101724 -411 1825 -·
512 1926 -6132027 -7142128 - 8152229 __

October, 1906

Sunday __________
Monday __________
Tuesday _________
Wednesday_______
Thursday ________
Friday ___________
Satur<lay _________

--

January, 1907

1 81522 29 __ !
2 91623 30 I
'
310 1724
411 1825 -- - 512 1926 - . -6132027 . -

--

May, 1907

..

1 81522 29 -- 2 9162330
310 172431 -411 1825 -- --

--

June, 1907

2 9162330
-· 6132027 __
71421 28 -· -- 310 1724 --- 7142128 ·- I 81522 29
-- 411 1825
1 81522 -- 2 9162330 . - .. 512 1926 - 2 9162330 __ 310 172431 -- - . 6132027 - 1
3 10172431
-· 411 1825 -- -- -- 71421 28 -411 1825 ____ 512 1926 - - -- I 8152229 -SepL, 1906

Sunday __________
Monday __________
Tuesday _________
Wednesday. ______
Thursday ________
Friday ___________
Saturday ____ ·-· ..

.

2 9162330
310 172431
411 1825 - 512 1926 ..
61320 27 -7142128 ..
8152229 --

-.
--.
--.
-7142128 ___ I
Auiruat, 1906

Sunday __________
Monday __________
Tuesday _________
Wednesday_______
Thursday ________
Friday ___________
Saturday _________

April, 1907

-- 411 1825 -- - 512 1926 - .
-- 61320 27 --- 71421 28 - 1 81522 29 2 9162330 --

·- 7142128 __

1 815 22 29 -2 9162330 - 310 172431 -411 1825 -- - 512 1926 - - -6132027 --

.

- 6132027-_

--

-·

July, 1907

February, 1907

-- 3 101724 - - -- 7142128
-- 411 1825 - - 1 81522 29--. 512 19 26 -- 2 9162330 -6 13 20 27 --

--

310 172431 --

-- 71421 28 -- 411 1825 -- -1 81522 -- -- 512 1926-- -2 91623 -- 6132027-· --

[7]

..

March, 1907

-- 3 10172431
-- 411 1825 --- 512 1926 --- 61320 27 . . - 71421 28 -1 81522 29 - -

2 9162330 --

Auiruat, 1907

- . 411 1825 . -- 512 1926 --- 6132027 --

7142128 -1 8152229 -·
2 9162330
3 10172431 --

--

--

Announcements for 1906-'07
1906
Sunday, June 17...........................Baccalaureate Address
Tues,day, June 19...........................COMMENCEMENT
SUMMER TERM

Monday, June 25.......................Classification of Students
Tuesday, June 26...............................Recitations Begin
Friday, August 3..........................Summer Term Closes
FALL TERM

Monday, October 1,.....................Classification of Students
Tuesday, October 2............................Recitations Begin
Friday, October 12.................Faculty Reception to Students
Thursday, November 29, Friday, November 30, Thanksgiving Recess
Friday, December 21.............................Fall Term Closes

1907
WINTER TERM

Wednesday, January 2.....................Winter Term Begins
Friday, February 22.......................Washington's Birthday
Friday, March 22...........................Winter Term Closes
SPRINO TERM

Monday, April 1............................. Spring Term Begins
Thursday, May 30.................................Memorial Day
Sunday, June 16...........................Baccalaureate Address
Tuesday, June 18........................... COMMENCEMENT

[8]

FACULTY
OF THE

Westem State Normal School

1906-'07
D. B. WALDO, A. M., Principal ...................410 Locust St.
John T. McManis, Ph. D.........................812 S. West St.
Psychology and Education
Mary Lowell, A. M ............................. 302 Douglas Ave.
English Language and Literature
Ernest Burnham, A. M...............� ............509 S. Rose St
Director of Rural School Department
J
Thomas . Riley, Ph. D .........................614 Academy St.
Mathem,_atics
L. H. Wood, A. M ..............................624 Park Place
Geography
Martha A. Sherwood .............................703 S. Rose St.
Director of Training-School
Florence Marsh ................................• 721 S. West St.
Music
Emelia Goldsworthy............................615 W. Lovell St.
Drawing
Elizabeth Zimmerman, A. B .....................704 W. South St.
German and Latin
Daisy Longwell, A. B ..............................1208 Lake St.
History and English
Mary Master, A. B..............................................
Expression and English
(9]

F acuity of the Training-School
MARTHA A. SHERWOOD, Director
Amelia Anderson .................................. Critic
Nellie M'Connell ................................... Critic
Emilie To wnsend..................................Critic
Jane Atwood, Ed. B .............................. Critic
Bessie Goodrich................................... Critic

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

By Affiliation with City Schools of Kalamazoo

George S. Waite ................................129 W. Cedar St.
Manual Training
Charlotte Waite ..................................................
Don1estic Science and Domestic Art
Ethel Rockwell...............................510 S. Burdick St.
Physical Training
E. N. Worth.................................708 W. Walnu t St.
Science
Esther Brale y ................................ 101 Michigan Ave.
Librarian
Katherine Ne wton ..............................724 W. Main St.
Secretary

Standing Committees
The Principal is ex-officio a member of each committee.
Course of Study.-McManis, Sherwood, Wood
Year Book.- Lowell, Wood, McManis.
Teachers' Bureau.- McManis, Burnham.
Athletics .-McManis, Waite, Worth.
Lectures and Entertaimnents.-Lowell, Longwell, Master.
Studet1t Affairs.-Marsh, Wood, Sherwood.
Candidates for Graduation.I. Llfe Course.-McManis, Zimmerman, Sherwood.
2. Graded Course.- Sherwood, Marsh, McManis.
3. Rural Course.- Burnham, Wood.
4. Spe cial Courses.-Goldsworthy, Marsh, Manthei, Waite.
[10]

Westem State Normal
School

T

LOCATION

HE Western State Normal School is located at Kalamazoo,
the County Seat of Kalamazoo County, in the heart of South
western Michigan. In beauty, in accessibility, in general edu
cational advantages, this thriving city of forty thousand inhabitants
affords an ideal situation for the school.
Kalamazoo is at the intersection of the great lines of travel in
Western Michigan. It is the half-way point between Detroit and
Chicago on the main line of the Michigan Central Railway, which
is here crossed by the Grand Rapids & Indiana, the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern, and the Chicago, Kalamazoo & Saginaw
railroads, all running north and south. It is the eastern terminus
of the South Haven branch of the Michigan Central, which gives
excellent connections with Chicago by boat. The electric lines of
the Michigan Traction Company give trolley connections' with the
eastern part of the State via Battle Creek and Jackson. On the
various steam railways more than fifty trains arrive and depart
daily, giving excellent connections with the surrounding territory.
The advantages of Kalamazoo as a place of residence are un
questioned. It is encircled by wooded hills on the slopes of which
are many attractive homes. The city has well-shaded streets and
several beautiful parks. The climate is healthful, the water supply
excellent, and the sanitary conditions are unusuaJly good. Situated
in the center of a fine farming country, it is itself widely known
for its diversified industries.
The Normal School will also have the advantage of neighbor
hood with other institutions of kindred purpose. The Public
Library, under the charge of the City Board of Education, has a
[II]
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well-chosen collection of forty thousand volumes. Kalamazoo
College, Michigan Seminary, Nazareth Academy, and the Public
Schools give for the one community notable opportunities of educa
tion.
PUR.POSE OF THE SCHOOL

The object of the school as constituted by law is to prepare
teachers for public school service. The work of the school is
organized and conducted essentially to this end. It is recognized
that scholarship, knowledge of child nature, and proper attitude
toward the work of teaching are the three essential factors in all
professional preparation for teachers. The course of study in the
Western Normal School has been planned with the purpose of
providing for these ends by giving as thorough knowledge of the
subject-matter as possible in the time devoted to the work, by
emphasizing the principles underlying the educational process, and
by keeping before the mind of the student the realization that the
highest aim of education is character. All facilities possible will
be offered for the furtherance of these purposes and for bringing
the student into contact with the best in modern thought and life.
The spirit of hearty co-operation between faculty and students in
enterprises and interests of the school will be fostered at all times.
The responsibility for the proper attitude of students towards
the school and community is necessarily for the most part thrown
upon the students themselves. While it is the purpose of the
school to continually incite the student to higher and better ideals
of character and· public service, it is impracticable for a Normal
School to attempt the task of reforming young men and women.
No personal effort will be spared in assisting students in every
possible way. But those who are manifestly lacking in the essen
tials of good character, or in the ability to become efficient in
structors of children, will be requested, whenever the evidence of
their unfitness is complete, to withdraw from the school.
OR.OUNDS AND BUILDINGS

The school is located on a commanding bluff west of the valley
in which Kalamazoo lies, nearly opposite the central part of the
residence section of the city and within a mile of the business
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district. From the various sites offered by the citizens of Kala
mazoo, the tract of twenty acres on Prospect Hill was chosen ·by
the State Board of Education as combining to an unusual degree
natural beauty with practical advantage. From the hilltop one
gains a magnificent view of the city and the river valley. Much
of the tract is wooded, and in the preparation of the grounds
especial care will be taken to save the natural forest. The street
railway runs along the western border of the site, while within
three blocks on the east are situated the High School, the Manual
Training-School, and the Vine Street School, of the city system.
The Vine Street School, one of the finest grade buildings in the
West, is used for the training-school department.
The Normal building, just completed, is on the summit of the
hill. It is a fire-proof structure of pressed brick, with ample ac
commodations for present needs. Its dimensions are 138 feet by
94 feet, and there are two stories above the basement. In the
latter are the science laboratories. On the first floor, besides the
general offices, there are six large classrooms. The second story
contains six additional classrooms and a temporary assembly hall,
the last to be supplemented this year by a large auditorium. The
building is the central portion of a group of eight connected build
ings designed around two central courts. At the last session of the
State Legislature the sum of $60,000 -was appropriated for the
construction of a library, gymnasium, and assembly room. Plans
have been drawn and building operations will begin in July.
When the plans already drawn shall be finally realized, the
Western State Normal School will have an edifice of harmonious
architecture, equipped with all necessary facilities for normal work.
The site chosen and the work already done assure for the
school an ideal home, unsurpassed in beauty and equipment by
any similar school in the country.

GENER.AL EQUIPMENT
A good working equipment of apparatus for the departments
of Geography, Physics and Chemistry, and Biology is rapidly being
accumulated; there are convenient laboratories for science work
and the school is provided with high-grade furniture in all the
rooms.

The Library
Convenient and commodious quarters for the library and read
ing room have been provided in the new building, consisting of
two large rooms connected by an archway. The equipment is
thoroughly modern and convenient. The Library bureau has
furnished book stacks, card catalogue case, and tables. The Dewey
classification is used, and the library is in charge of a trained
librarian. Already- over two thousand carefully selected volumes
have been purchased and accessions are being made steadily and
rapidly. The departments of literature, history, geography, edu
cation, and juvenile literature are well represented. Free access
is allowed to all books, and students have the further advantage
of access to the splendidly selected library of forty thousand vol
umes belonging to the city of Kalamazoo. Special attention is
given to topical and report work, and students are afforded excep
tional training in the use of books.
The Superintendent of Documents at Washington has recently
sent eighteen hundred volumes of United States Public Documents,
covering the period from 1890 to the present, with the Congressional
Globe and Record in addition._ These are arranged on temporary
shelving about the walls of the reading room. The students are
given free access to the stacks, in order that they may become fa
miliar with the entire collection.
The periodical list at present is as follows : American
American
American
American

Historical Review
Journal of Psychology
Journal of Sociology
Monthly, Review of
Reviews
Atlantic Monthly
Birds and Nature
Bookman
Botanical Gazette
Century
Charities and the Commons
Chicago Record Herald
Critic

Kindergarten Review
Library Journal
Literary Digest
McClure's
Manual Training Magazine
Mind
Mind and Body
Moderator-Topics
Modern Philology
National Geographic Magazine
Nineteenth Century
North American Review
Outing

[14]

THE LIBRARY

Cumulative Book Index
Detroit Free Press
Education
Educational Review
Elementary School Teacher
Etude
Forum
Geographical Journal
Harper's Monthly
Harper's Weekly
International Studio
Journal of Education
Journal of Geography
Journal of Geology
Journal of Philosophy, Psychol
ogy, and Scientific Methods
Kindergarten Magazine

Outlook
Pedagogical Seminary
Perry Magazine
Popular Science Monthly
Psychological Bulletin
Psychological Review
Public Opinion
Publishers' Weekly
Reader's Guide to Periodical
Literature
School and Home Education
School Journal
School Review
Science
Scribner's
Teachers' College Record
Teachers' Magazine

School Organizations
AMPHICTYON LITERARY SOCIETY
Soon after the opening of the first school year two literary
societies were organized. The Amphictyon society is for women
and has expressed its object as follows: To promote such a liberal
interchange of thought and social interests as will aid in the de
velopment of right character, the spirit of good fellowship, and the
highest freedom and efficiency of mind. The society has a roll of
thirty-seven charter members. Besides maintaining a high grade
of lyceum work the Amphictyons give reception.s and public pro
grams that do much to promote the social life of the school and give
evidence of. the value of their society.

RILEY LITERARY SOCIETY
The Riley Literary Society was the first to be organized, and
enroJled eleven charter members. Its membership is limited to
men. The plan of organization and kind of programs are designed
to stimulate an interest in public questions and current events, to
cultivate the powers and g_races of public speaking, and to gain
a familiarity with parliamentary methods. Each fourth weekly
program is public, and an occasional social evening is planned.

THE NORMAL CHORUS
This organization consists of students with some trammg in
vocal music. Its purposes are the further development of voice,
increased proficiency in sight singing, and larger familiarity with
standard glees, anthems, and oratorios. The chorus meets three
times each week for half-hour rehersals.

THE NORMAL ORCHESTRA
This organization was formed during the winter term of the
first year and holds rehersals regularly each week. Students
playing string or wind instruments are eligible for membership.
[16]

PunLIC LrnRARY

Y. M. C. A.

BUILDING

SCHOOL ORGANIZATIONS

CHOR.AL UNION
This society was organized with the Normal Chorus as a
nucleus in the fall term, 1905. Membership is open to those not
connected with the Normal as well as to students. The object
of the Choral Union is the study and presentation of standard
works. There is one evening rehearsal each week.

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHR.ISTIAN ASSOCIATION
A branch of the Young Women's Christian Association has
been formed and holds regular meetings of a devotional and social
character. Bible study will be emphasized and the search for _spiri
tual truth promoted. It is the intention of the members to be
practically helpful to new students.

ATHLETICS
r\n Athletic Association has been formed and is devoted largely

to the promotion of outdoor sports, including baseball, football,
basketball, tennis, and track athletics. During the coming year
the gymnasium will be completed and indoor athletics· will receive
due attention.

Expenses
TUITION FEES
Every student in the life course, the graded course, or in a
special course, must pay a tuition fee of $3.00 at the begi1111ing of
each term. After the student is regularly entered this fee is not
returnable. Tuition is free to all students preparing to teach in
the rural schools.
GR.ADUATION FEES
Rural School Certificate .....................................$2.00
Graded School Certificate ................................... 2.00
Life Certificate .............................................. 3.00
LABOR.ATOR.Y FEES
Chemistry, each term ........................................$1.00
Physics, each term ........................................... .SO
Botany, each term ............................... ............ .SO
Zoology, each term .........................................: .5 0
Living expenses are reasonable. The actual cost varies, but
a fair estimate for a term's expense would be as follows: Board, room, fuel, "and lights ...............................$42.00
Books .. . ............................................... . .. 5.00
Tuition ....... .. . .......................................... 3.00
Kalamazoo offers unusual opportumties for remunerative labor
and many of the students during the first years of the school have
paid their way in part. Students whose means are limited will be
assisted in securing work. Thls applies to young women as well
as to young men.

[18]
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Relation of the Normal Schools to the
High Schools of Michigan
At a meeting of the State Board of Education held at Lansing
January 23, 1903, the following policy was adopted concerning the
admission of students to the Normal Schools of Michigan: 1. All school work below the standard of graduation from the
twelfth year of a system of public schools, having not less than
thirty-six weeks of school per year, of which four full years are
occupied with distinctively high school work, shall be considered
preparatory to the Graded School and Life Certificate Courses of
the Normal Schools of the State and when included in Normal
School courses shall be designated as preparatory with reference
to the regular Normal School work.
2. All students regularly graduated f�om the twelfth year of
public school systems in which four full years are devoted to high
school work, with not less than two teachers fully employed in
distinctively high school work, and whose term is not less than
thirty-six weeks, may be accepted into the regular one-year Graded
School course and the two-year Life Certificate Course without
examination.
3. All students who have finished not less than two years of
high school work in a twelve-year course as herein outlined may
be admitted to the Preparatory Course in the Normal Schools on
their record, receiving credit for the work they have finished be
yond the first two years of high school work. When students
have finished the preparatory work at the Normal School, they
shall be allowed to enter upon the regular one or two year Normal
Courses.
4. All students unable during the first term in the regular
course of the Normal Schools to maintain a fair standing, may, in
the discretion of the faculty in each case, be dropped from the
rolls of the school, reduced to preparatory work, or required to
repeat the courses not satisfactorily completed on first trial; and
[19]
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all such cases shall be reported back fo the high schools from
which they came, with the facts in each case, to the end that a
standard may be set for the high schools of the State, and that
the superintendents and principals of these schools may learn what
o,ur standard of admission is and take measures to prevent their
pupils from coming to the Normal Schools without due prepara
tion. Should successive cases of defective preparation be found
to come from particular schools, the privilege of admission with
out examination may, at the discretion of the faculty, be with
drawn from such schools.
5. Similar conditions for entrance may be made applicable to
other than public schools from which pupils come to the ]';onnal
Schools when proper· investigation shall have ascertained the rank
or standing of such schools to be satisfactory.

Relation of the Normal Schools to the County
Normal Training Classes

The following recommendation has been adopted by the State
Board of Education: 1. That the graduates of County Normal Training Classes who
have completed the eighth and ninth grades of the public schools
of the State, be allowed to complete the Rural School Course in
the several State Normal Schools, after a residence in the State
Normal School of four terms of twelve weeks each.
2. That graduates of the County Normal Training Classes
who have completed the tenth grade in a public school of the State
be allowed to complete the Rural Normal School Course in any
one of the State Normal Schools, after a residence of three terms
of twelve weeks each.
3. That graduates of County Normal Training Classes who
have completed the eleventh grade in a public school of the State
be allowed to complete the Rural School Course in the State
Normal Schools, after a residence of two terms of twelve weeks
each, and that graduates of accepted high schools who are
graduates of County Normal Training Classes be allowed to
graduate from the Rural School Course in any of the Normal
Schools, after a residence of one term of twelve weeks, or two
summer terms of six weeks each.
4. That graduates of accepted high schools who are also gradu
ates of County Normal Training Classes be given one-half year's
credit on either the Graded School Course or the Life Certificate
Course of the several State Normal Schools.

[21]

Entrance Examinations
(Identical with requirements of State Normal College)
All Students not classed as graduates of approved high schools,
college graduates, or holders of first-grade certificates properly
endorsed, with experience thereunder, shall, upon entrance, sustain
a satisfactory examination in the following subjects: -

AR.ITHMETIC
The applicant is supposed to have completed the work of some
_ good text. A fair understanding of the subject is necessary for
the examination.

ALGEBR.A
The preparatory work includes the following topics: addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, factoring, highest common fac
tor, low�st common multiple, fractions, and simple equations in
volving orre or more variables.

GR.AMMAR.
This should include the parts of speech, their use and relations
in connected discourse, and the structure and analysis of sentences.
The knowledge and understanding of the subject should be some
what above that required in the first eight grades of the public
school or fully equal to the requirements in this branch for a
second grade license to teach. The applicant should also have had,
accompanying his reading and language lessons, much practice in
composition, and be able to express himself in clear and grammatical
English.

R.EADING AND OR.THOEPY
Correct pronunciation being an essential of good reading, the
regular course presupposes a thorough knowledge of orthoepy. The
[22]

ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
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applicant should not only be able to indicate by diacritical marks
the correct pronunication of -words in common use, but should
possess a good degree of facility in pronouncing them, as to
syllabication, accent, articulation and quality. He will also be
expected to render intelligently any ordinary selection of prose
or verse, giving satisfactory reasons for emphasis, quality, force,
pitch, etc., employed by him.

GEOGRAPHY
All candidates should be familiar with the location and extent
oi the great countries of the world, of some of their greater
cities, and best known mountains, rivers, lakes and adjacent seas.
They_ should thoroughly know the shape of the outline and of
the general surface of each continent and its position on the
globe.
The selection of topics for study should be governed by their
importance to civilized man rather than by their picturesque or
temporary interest.

UNITED STATES HISTORY
The requirements for admission to the regular course are fully
equal to those for a second-grade certificate. The applicant is
supposed to have completed some good text, and to have acquired
a ready knowledge of the main facts in their causal relations, and
to be able to use them intelligently.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT
The teachers' course being only twelve weeks, the require
ments for admission will be somewhat rigid. The examination
will cover fully and in detail a good text-book, in both general
and state government.

PHYSIOLOGY
Applicants should have a familiar knowledge of elementary
physiology and hygiene. Such knowledge may be obtained from
any of the better high-school texts when they are suitably sup
plemented with practical work and class demonstration. The student
should know that his information is definite, and he should be
ready to present simple drawings and diagrams.

24
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Conditions of Admission
Students may enroll at the opening of any term. In 1906-07
the opening dates are as follows: Fall term, October 1, 1906;
Winter term, January 2, 1907; Spring term, April 1, 1907; Summer
term, June 24, 1907. Students entering for the first time should
bring certificates from schools they have attended.

ENTRANCE WITHOUT EXAMINATION
High school graduates, college graduates, and those who hold
the state certificate will be admitted to the Two Years' Life Cer
tificate Course without examination. Such persons may also enter
any of the special courses without examination (music, drawing,
manual training, domestic science and art, kindergarten).
Students who have completed the first two years of an approved
high school course, or who hold first grade certificates will be
admitted to the Two Year Preparatory Comse without examination.
Certificate holders who desire advance credits will be permitted
to take special examinations.
High school graduates should bring standings from their schools
on entering the Normal.
Requirements for entering the Graded School Course and Rural
School Course are given in connection with the description of
those courses.

.-\ TYPICAL RESIDE�CE STREET

Courses of Study
The Western State Normal School offers the following courses
of study:
I. The Life Certificate Course a full description of which is
given on pages 25-27.
2. The Graded School Course.
3. The Preparatory Course.
4. Special Courses in Kindergarten, Music, Drawing, Music
and Drawing combined, Manual Training, Domestic Science and
Art.
5. The Rural School Course.
1. THE LIFE CERTIFICATE COURSE. This is a two
years' course for graduates of approved high schools and also
those who have completed the Preparatory Course.
After careful deliberation the faculty of the Western Normal
have agreed upon recommending to those who expect to teach
in the first eight grades of our public schools, the following pre
scribed course which includes thorough instruction in the profes
sional subjects, psychology, general method and history of education;
practice teaching one-half of each day for a period of twelve
weeks; and somewhat continuous courses in literature, language,
music, drawing and construction, history, arithmetic, nature study
and geography. This prescribed work constitutes a relatively
comprehensive and balanced course. Tabulated it is as follows:
Psychology .....................................24 Weeks
Teaching Process (General Method) .............12
History of Education ...........................18
Arithmetic .....................................12
Composition ..............................12 or 18
Drawing and Construction .................24 or 30
[25]
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History .......................................18
Literature ......................................18
Music ....................................12 or 24
Nature Study ..................................18
Physiography and Geography ....................24
Practice Teaching ..............................24
Electives ..................................48 to 72
For those who come to the Normal with adequate high school
training in music, drawing and composition, !this course will
include 72 weeks of electives-or the equivalent of one subject
reciting four times each week through the entire course of two
years. This course is subject to modification with the consent of
the Principal, where it is clear that the change would strengthen
the student in preparation for professional service. The courses
and instruction in music, drawing and construction, physiography
and geography, nature study, arithmetic, literature, composition
and history are designed to be such both in subject-matter and
manner of presentation as to constitute true teachers' courses.
Physical training is required during four terms with one class
period each week devoted to physiology and hygiene.

HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS REQUIRED OF ALL STUDENTS
NOT SPECIALIZING
The following subjects must be taken as electives here or credited
from an approved high school unless the student is specializing:
Algebra ........................................24 Weeks
Geometry ......................................36 "
Rhetoric and Literature .........................36
English and United States History ..............36
Physical Geography .............................12
Botany .........................................24
Physics ........................................36
Physiology .....................................12 "
No additional credit will be given for a subject taken in a high
school and repeated in the Normal.
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SPECIALIZINO COURSES
With the consent of the Principal students will be permitted to
specialize in any of the departments of the school. In general it
may be said, however, that it is not wise for a student expecting to
teach permanently in the grades of our elementary schools to
attempt specialization. Where the student does specialize he will
be assigned to the instructor in charge of his chosen department
for guidance. Specializing students may omit drawing and will
be required to take only six of the special teachers' courses.
ELECTIVES
A large number of electives, specified under the departmental
descriptions of courses, is offered.
TEACHERS' COURSES
Eight teachers' courses, so-called, are required in the life
course. In the prescribed course (p. 25), music, drawing, geogra
phy, nature study, arithmetic, literature, composition and history
will be counted as teachers' courses. Those taking this course
will be held for no other teachers' courses. In addition to these
subjects just named, additional teachers' courses are given in gram
mar, physiology and hygiene, and civics.
THE ORADED SCHOOL COURSE
A Three Year Certificate, renewable for three years, may be
earned by high school graduates in one year and a summer term.
The certificate is good in grades below the tenth. The course is
as follows:
Psychology 1 and 2 ............................24 Weeks
General Method ................................12
Drawing .................., ....................24 "
Teaching ................................12 or 24
Grammar or Language ..........................12
Arithmetic .....................................12
Geography .....................................12
Literary Materials for Grades ...................12
Music .........................................12
Nature Study ..................................12
Electives .................................12 or 24 "
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A holder of this certificate may have the same renewed at the
end of three years upon the .presentation of a certified statement
by his commissioner or superintendent of the candidate's success
in teaching.

TWO YEARS' PREPARATORY COURSE
This course is designed for those who have not completed a
high school course and corresponds substantially to the work of
the eleventh and twelfth grades in a public school. Students who
have completed ten grades in a public school may enter this course
without examination and any work completed beyond the tenth
grade will be credited.
This course when followed by the Two Years' Life Certificate
Course constitutes the Four Years' Life Certificate Course.

COURSES OF STUDY

TWO YEARS' PREPARATORY COURSE
First Year

--- - - - - - - -- - -

?

I Algebra 3 ............... 12

Solid Geometry ......... 12

History 1 .......12

English Lit. 1 ..........12

� i English

i Rhetoric ............... 12

; *El. Drawing I, or a Lan-

guage ................. 12

Structural Botany ........12

English Lit. 2 ............12

guagc ................. 12

"'

if.

c::
f--

i
I

I

Elective ................12

i Physical Training 1

Electives ...............24

History 2 ...... 12

c 'El. Drawing 2, or a Lan
z
C
v

Physics 1 ...............12

Plane Geometry 1 .......12
English

"-

Second Year

Pl:ine Geometry 2 ......12

Systematic Botany ....... 12

Elective ................12

Physical Geography ...... 12

Physics 2 ...............12
Physical Training 2

Physics 3 ..............12

Electives ...............24

Am. Col. History .......12

tPhysical Training 3

*If a language be elected at this point, Elementary Drawing must be taken later
in the course. Students that have had no foreign languages are advised to elect at
least two years of Latin or German.
1Four terms of Physical Training are required or all students before graduation.

�,

Special Courses
KINDERGARTEN COURSE
f

First Year

Second Year

Psychology ..............12

History of Education .... 6

�
Es

Kindergarten Practice ..12

Kindergarten Theory ...12

:;J

Kindergarten Music ......12

Kindergarten Theory ...12
Kindergarten Practice ....12
Mythology ..............12

"' I Nature Study ........... 6

Drawing ................ 6

Psychology .............12

History of Education .... 6

!

�

Kindergarten Theory ...12

Kindergarten Theory ...12
Kindergarten Practice ....12

�

Kindergarten Practice ....12

�

Eng. Composition ........ 6

�

Nature Study .......... 6

Drawing ................12

Child Study .............12

History of Education .... 6

�

Kindergarten Theory ...12

"

Kindergarten Practice ....12

�
"'

Eng. Composition ........ 6
Nature Study ........... 6

Elective

................12

Kindergarten Theory .....12

Kindergarten Practice ....12
Psychology of Occupations12
Elective ........ . ....... 6

This course is open only to high school graduates. Ability to
play the piano and some efficiency in vocal music is desirable.
The Life Certificate is granted to those who complete the course.
[30]
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MUSIC AND ART
1. Two Years' Course in Public School Music.
2. Two Years' Course in Music and Art.
3. Two Years' Course in Art.
These courses are designed for high school graduates and a
natural aptitude for the subjects is a necessary qualification. If in
addition, the candidate has had successful experience as a grade
teacher, her power will be greatly increased. In planning these
courses, special emphasis is placed on actual experience in teach
ing, and in the Music Course a novelty in the way of "field work"
has been introduced successfully - that of supervising the work of
the grade teachers in some neighboring town.
In all of these courses physical trammg is required for three
terms, and in the Music Courses singing in the chorus is also
required.
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TWO YEARS' COURSE IN PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
First Year ,

El. of Vocal Music....... 12

Psychology 1............ 12

:::!
gj
I-<

Vocal Culture 1......... 12

I-<
rn

� Harmony 1 .............. 12

Second Year

History of :Music J .•...• 12

General Method ........ 12

Teaching Music in Train-

ing-School ............ 12

Supervising Music in one

of the County Schools, 12

Teachers' Course in Music 12

Psychology 2............ 12

Harmony 2..............12
Course of Study......... 12

z
i::,

rn

:::!

�
I-<

I

History of Music 2...... 12

Teaching Music in Train-

ing-School ............ 12

Course of Study......... 12

Elective ................. 12

Harmony 3.............. 12

Teachers' Course in' Music

Kindergarten Music...... 12

Teaching Music in Train-

*Voice Culture 2......... 12

Elective ................ 12

(reviewed) ........... 12

ing-School ............ 12

*Voice Culture 3......... 12

Elective ................. 12

*Private lessons in sin�ing, two lessons each week for twelve weeks will be ac
cepted in place of one term of voice culture. The instructor must be selected from
the list suggested by the director.
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TWO YEARS' COURSE IN MUSIC AND ART
First Year

Second Year

Psychology 1............12

Teaching Art ...........12

Elements of Vocal Music, 12

Pictorial and Decorative

Harmony 1 ............12
Nature Study and Express10n

including

pictorial

Composition ..........12
History of Music 1 ......12
Voice Culture ...........12

compositi911 in water-color
and pencil.............12

°'"'
f--

Psychology 2 ............12

Teaching Music and Art.12

Perspective 1 ............12

Perspective 2........... 12

Construction and Applied

History of Music 2.......12

Design ................ 6

Course of Study-Music, 12

z0 Harmony 2..............12
0

"'

u

<J)

Observation 111 Training

School 111 Art......... 6

Observation 111 Training-

Teaching Music ........12

School Music and Art, 12

Blackboard sketching illus

Teachers' Course in Music 12

trating use of drawing

Design .................. 6

in other school studies, 12

Construction ............ 6

Course of Study-Art.... 6

Nature Sketching........12

History of Art.... ....... 6
Kindergarten Music......12
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TWO YEARS' COURSE IN ART
First Year

Second Year

Nature study and expres
sion, landscape, tree,
study, grasses and flow
ers in water color and
pencil ................ 12
f< i Pictorial compositicn, using
nature motifs . :....... 6
Design .................12
*Observation in TrainingSchool ................ 6
Psychology 1............12

Decorative composition from
nature motifs ......... 12
Design from nature motifs
and application to constructed objects ......12
Teaching Art in practice
schools ...............12
Elective ................. 12

Perspective : principles studied and expressed in obi ect drawing..............12
Construction and applied
design ................12
Blackboard sketching .. .. 6
*Observation ............. 6
Psychology 2............12

Rectangular perspective prin
ciples studied and ex
pressed in object drawing,
interior views of rooms,
and exterior views of
buildings ............. 12
Construction and applied designs ................. 12
Teaching art in trainingschools ...............12
Elective ................12

Construction for Primary
Grades ................ 6
Figure and Animal Sketch 6
Nature Sketching .......12
*Design .................. 6
Elective .................12
*Observation ...... ... .. .. 6

Course of study in art.... 6
History of art.......... 6
Blackboard sketching .... 6
Design .. ·� ............. 6
Teaching in Tr. School..12
Elective ................12
Electives suggestd :
Methods, Nature Study,
Botany,
Physiography,
Literature, Mythology.

)!
�
�
8
""

VJ

�
�
gi
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MANUAL TRAINING
The courses in Manual Training and Domestic Science and Do
mestic Art are outlined on pages 47-49.

Rural School Course
The purpose of this course is to fit teachers for efficient service
in rural schools. An increasing number of rural districts are de
manding trained teachers, and these districts are accompanying
this demand with an increase in the wages offered. Teachers of
rural schools can show their appreciation of these improving con
ditions and their honesty of purpose in meeting these conditions
in no better way than by accepting every offered opportunity for
improving the character of their services to the districts. The
following course of study is offered in the confident belief that all
teachers who pursue it with thoroughness will have no difficulty
in securing desirable schools, and that the efficiency of their work
will prove the wisdom of Normal School training for teachers of
rural schools.
SUBJECTS REQUIRED
Reading and Composition ..... : .................36 Weeks
English Masterpieces ............................18
Arithmetic ...................................... 18
Elementary Algebra ............................24 "
Bookkeeping ....................................12
Geography ...................................... 12
Physiography ...................................12 "
Physiology ......................................12
Elementary Physics .............................24. "
Nature Study ...................................12
Botany ..........................., .............12 "
Elementary Agriculture .......................••.12 "
United States History ..........................24
General History .................................24 "
Civil Government ...............................12
Sociology of Country Life ........................ 6 "
Psychology .....................................12 "
[35]
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General Method (With instruction, observation,
and practice in training-school)...... ......12 Weeks
Management and State Course of Study (With
observation in rural schools) .................12
Physical Training ...............................24
Drawing and Construction Work ................12
Music ..........................................12
Students may be admitted to this department upon presenting
satisfactory proof of having completed the eight grades of the
common school course of study.
Students who have completed any of the foregoing subjects in
approved high schools, and who present a certified statement to
that effect from the principal or superintendent may receive credit
for the same by application to the head of this department.
This course (without advance credits) will require two years
and one term (seven terms of twelve weeks each) ; or two years
and two summer terms (summer terms six weeks each). The
maximum advance credit allowed will reduce the course to one
year, i. e., three terms of twelve weeks each.
Persons completing the course will receive a certificate valid
for three years anywhere in the state in schools employing no
more than two teachers. This certificate is renewable once for
three years.
Seven terms of twelve weeks each, or six terms of twelve weeks
each and two summer terms of six weeks each will cover the re
quired course.

RURAL SOCIOLOGY SEMINAR
In the first year of the school the students of the Rural School
Department organized a Rural Sociology Seminar. This organiza. tion meets one afternoon in each month, and papers, discussions and
debates concerning the educational, social and industrial life of
rural communities together with music, recitations and parliamentary
drills make up the programs. The work of this · Seminar is in
tended to serve the general culture needs of the students and to
form a foundation for the formal course in rural sociology studied
in the last term of the course. It is believed that the work will
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prepare the teachers to make their schools serye the social as
well as the intellectual needs of the communities in which these
schools are located. Membership in this Seminar in no way in
terferes with active membership in the regularly organized liter
ary societies of the school.
TEACHERS' COUNTY CERTIFICATES
This school offers every aid to teachers who wish to prepare
for examination for county certificates. Courses in the necessary
subjects are in progress every term.

Details of Departments
Art
MISS GOLDSWORTHY.

REQUIRED
1. Nature Study and Expression.
Pictorial Composition I.
Design I.
One term (4). 12 weeks.
2. Perspective I.
Construction I. Applied Design I.
One term ( 4). 12 weeks.
3. Figure and Animal Drawing.
Illustrative Drawing.
Blackboard sketching, showing correlation of drawing with
other school studies.
One term (2). 6 weeks.

ELECTIVE
4. Pictorial Composition II.
Decorative Composition.
Design II.
One term. 12 weeks.
5. Perspective II.
Construction and Applied Design II.
Observation in Training-School.
, One term. 12 weeks.
6. History of Art.
Course of Study in Art.
Practice Teaching.
One term (2). 6 weeks.
Rural School. students are given a course of 24 weeks in Art.
I38)

English
MISS LOWELL.

MISS LONGWELL.

REQUIRED
1. Composition.-Daily themes with drill m spelling, punctua
tion, paragraph and sentence structm;-e. Designed for those
who have not had high school preparation in composition.
Required in Rural School and Preparatory Courses.
Three terms (2, 2, 2). 18 weeks.
2. Composition.-Writing. Individual criticism and interviews.
Study of prose selections as basis of theme work during win
ter and spring terms. Open to all who have had high school
preparation in composition, or Course 1.
Required in pre
scribed Life Course.
Three terms (2, 2, 2). Third term elective, 12 or 18 weeks.
3. Literature. A study of masterpieces illustrative of the type
forms in prose and poetry-epic, lyric, drama, essay, novel.
Selections not confined to American and English literature.
Required for those who have not had a course in literature in
the high school. Required in Rural School Course.
Three terms (2, 2, 2). 18 weeks.
4. English Literature 1.-Development of English literature from
Beowulf to Bums. Based on first-hand analysis of the text.
Must be preceded by a preparatory course in literature. Re
quired in Prescribed Life Course.
Three terms (2, 2, 2). 18 weeks.
ELECTIVE
5. Grammar.-Principles of grammar in the light of language
development and current usage. Intended for those who have
had some instruction in technical grammar. Texts, Louns
bury, History of the English Language; Carpenter, Principles
of English Grammar.
One term (4). 12 weeks.
[39]
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6. English Literature IL-Movements in English literature dur
ing the nineteenth century as represented in Wordsworth,
Shelley, Browning, Tennyson, Carlyle, and Arnold. Open to
students who have had Course 4.
Three terms (2, 2, 4). 24 weeks.

7. American Literature.-A study of representative American

writers of the different periods with a view to tracing the de
velopment in American literature and its relation to American
and English history. Same prerequisites as Course 4, which
it may precede.
Two terms ( 4, 2). 18 weeks,

8.

Mythology.- A study of myth, fairy tale and folk-lore, espe
cially of the classic and Teutonic peoples, including discussions
with reference to comparison and theories of origin. Required
reading in literature embodying these myths, selected on the basis
of adaptation for grade use. Recommended to those intending
either to teach in primary grades, or to specialise in English or
Latin. Texts, Gayley, Classic Myths, Anderson, Norse
Mythology.
Winter term (4). 12 weeks.

9.

Literary Material for the Grades.- An attempt to form a re
lated course of reading for the grades, based on the principle
of development of child interests and activities. Discussion
as to the objective points in literature teaching and the prepara
tion of the teacher. Suggestions for collateral reading and
reference.
Spring term (4). 12 weeks.

10. Fiction.-Reading and analysis of representative English novels
with a view to discovering the characteristics, possibilities, and
evolution of the modern fictional type.
Spring term (2). 6 weeks.

\� r�

,.
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ONE OF KALAMAZOO'S CHURCHES

Department of Expression
MISS MASTER
During the school year 1906-1907 several courses in expression
will be offered for students in the Life, Graded School, and Rural
School Courses.
Special attention will be given to the needs of individual stu
dents in the literary societies and emphasis will be laid upon care
ful preparation of those taking part in the presentation of school
plays. Detailed announcements of this department will be made
at the opening of the fall term.

Geography
The purpose of the work in Geography in the Normal is two-fold.
First, the student is trained in the various elements of the subject,
Physiography, Climatology, and the like; and second, is required
to do enough detail work in the study of type area and Regional
Geography to prepare him for work in the lower grades and the
high school. To this end the courses should be taken in the order
scheduled.
1.

First Course in Physiography.-This course is adapted to
students who have had little or no work in Physiography. A
study of the earth's forms, the forces and agents producing
them, and the elements of Meteorology and Climatology, together
with laboratory and field work on these subjects constitute the
course.
Required in Rural School Course. 12 weeks.
[41]
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2.

Geographic Geology.- This course i s adapted t o students who
have had one year's work in Physiography in the high school.
A study of special phases of Physiography and of elementary
Geology. To be accompanied by laboratory and field work.
Required in Life Certificate Course. 6 weeks.

3.

Principles of Geography.-A development of the idea "Life in
response to environment." Type students of various physio
graphic regions.
R equired in Life Certificate Course. 12 weeks.

4.

General Geography.-Planned to meet the needs of students
who can give but one term to Geography.
A brief but
comprehensive course covering the leading countries of the
world.
Required in Rural School Course. 12 weeks.

5. Regional Geography.-United States and Canada. 2 hours.
6. Regional Geography.-Great Britain and neighboring countries.
2 hours.

7. Mediterranean countries of Europe, and Russia. 2 hours.
8.

Africa and South America.-2 hours.

Courses 5, 6, 7 and 8 are designed, severally, to give the student
not only a detailed study of the geology, relief, minerals, soils,
climate and industrial condition as dependent upon natural resources,
but also a method of study for geographic work in any area. Taken
together, the courses furnish a general Yiew of the leading countries
of the world in their commercial, industrial and political relations.
9. Commercial Geography. 4 hours.
The following combinations of courses are required for the
different grades of students :
For Life Certificate Course, 1 or 2, 3, and any one of courses
5, 6, 7, 8, taken either parallel with 3 or in a succeeding term.
For graded School Course, 1 or 2, with either 5, 6, 7, 8, as
elective.
For Rural School Course, courses 1 and 4.

History and Civics
MR. WALDO, MISS LONGWELL, MR. BURNHAM.
REQUIRED

United States History.- This course is planned for students in
the Rural School department, for those in the Preparatory
department and any others desiring a review in the subject.
24 weeks.
2. Civics.-This course is also planned for students in the Rural
School department, the Preparatory department and any others
desiring to review the subject. 12 weeks.
3. General History.- Required in Rural School department. The
work in courses 1, 2, and 3, is based on a text-book. 24 weeks.
4. History of the United States.-This subject is required in the
prescribed Life Certificate Course. Selected topics in Ameri
can history, with emphasis upon the special needs of grade
teachers in this subject. Twice a week for 36 weeks.
1.

ELECTIVE

History of Greece to Conquest by the Romans. 12 weeks.
History of Rome to Fall of the Empire. 12 weeks.
Medieval and Modem European History. 24 weeks.
In courses 5, 6 and 7 a text book will be used, with topical
reports and assigned reading.
8. Nineteenth Century.-Selected topics with reference reading
and reports. 12 weeks.
9. History of England.-Text book, with topics and assigned
reading. 24 weeks.
10. Political and Constitutional History of the United States
Library readings, discussions and reports. 24 weeks.
11. Political Economy.-Elementary principles based on the study of
a text book. Twice each week for 24 weeks.
5.
6.
7.

Latin and German
Latin
PREPAR.ATORY COURSES

1.
2.
3.,
4.

Beginners' Latin. 24 weeks.
Cresar and Latin Composition. 12 weeks.
Cresar and Latin Composition. 24 weeks.
Cicero and-Latin Composition. 12 weeks.
Cicero and Latin Composition. 24 weeks.
Ovid-Scansion and Mythology. 12 weeks.
Virgil.- Studies in Mythology. 24 weeks.
Cicero-De Senectute and Latin Composition. 12 weeks.
A student may enter course 2, 3 or 4 after having completed
the work of the preceding courses in some approved high
school.
ADVANCED COURSES

Cicero.-De Amicitia and Latin Composition. 12 weeks.
Livy, Book 1 or Selections from Livy. 18 weeks.
Plautus, Terence. 6 weeks.
6. Horace.-Selection from Odes, Satires and Epistles. 24 weeks.
Teachers' Course. 12 weeks.
Lectures on the teaching of Latin, papers on assigned
topics, advanced work in composition and practice teach
ing in the preparatory department.
Course 5 is open to students who have had four years of Latin.
5.

German
FIRST YEAR

1.
2.

Elements of German Grammar.
Composition.-Sentence building and reproduction of texts
read.

[44]
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Reading and memorizing of selected poems.
Reading of 100-200 pages German to be chosen from the
following texts: Seeligmann, Altes und Neues; Leander, Trau
mereien; Andersen Marchen; Carruth, German Reader; •
Zschokke, Der Zerbrochene Krug; Storm, Immensee.
The aim of the first year's work is to give the student a thorough
knowledge of the rudiments of German grammar, a working
vocabulary of German words, some facility in speaking and writing
the language, and the power to understand and reproduce simple
German reading matter.

3.
4.

SECOND YEAR
1.
2.

3.

German Grammar; advanced study in syntax.
Composition.-Reproduction of texts read, short compos1t1ons
on subjects suggested by the texts, and reports on books
assigned for collateral reading.
The reading of 200-300 pages of dramatic and novelistic German, _
and the reading and memorizing of selected poems. The reading
matter will be selected from the following works : Hillern,
Hoher als die Kirche; Arnold, Fritz au£ Ferien; Seidel,
Leberecht Hiihnchen; Rosegger, Waldheimat; Keller, Kleid
er machen Leute; Freytag, Die Journalisten; Schiller, Wilhelm
Tell or Die Jungfrau von Orleans; Lessing, Minna von
Barnhelm.
THIRD YEAR

The aim of this course is to bring the student into direct touch
with some of the masterpieces of German literature, to trace the
most important movements in German literature and history, and
to give the student the power to express himself in simple but
idiomatic German. The composition work will consist of reproduc
tions and theme writing, together with reports on books assigned
for collateral reading. The reading matter will be selected from the
following: Goethe, Egmont and Hermann und Dorothea; Schiller,
Maria Stuart and Das Lied von der Glocke; Freytag, Soll und
Haben; Sudermann, Frau Sorge; Scheffel, Ekkehard; Kleist, Der
Prinz von Homburg.
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FOURTH YEAR
A study of the history of German literature, together with the
. reading of representative works from the different periods. As
signments for outside reading will be selected from the following
l!-Uthors: Goethe, Schiller, Lessing, Heine, Kleist, Uhland, Suder
mann, Scheffel, Freytag.

Manual Training, Domestic Science
and Domestic Art
GEORGE S. WAITE, CHARLO TTE WA ITE and Assistant.
Kalamazoo Public Schools.
The courses can be entered without examination by experienced
teachers and high school graduates. Students from other schools
will be given the advance credit which is due. These courses
(without advance credits at admission) will require two years.
The greatest amount of advance credits possible will reduce the
required time to one year-three terms of twelve weeks each.
Students will be required to take Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics
and English, if not graduated from an accredited high school.
MANUAL TRAINING
First Year
);1
E-<
..:l
..:l

);1
E-<
c,:
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�
);1
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Second Year

Psychology I ............4
Public School Art I......4
Mechanical Drawing I...4
Manual Training I

Psychology IV...........4
Mechanical Drawing IV
Applied Physics .........2
History of Education ....2
Practice Teaching .......4
,,

Psychology II ...........4
Public School Art II.....4
Mechanical Drawing II... 4
Manual Training II

Manual Training V.......4
Mechanical Drawing V
Applied Physics .........2
History of Education ....2
Practice Teaching .......4

Psychology of Occupations ..................4
Public School Art III... .4
Mechanical Drawing III..4
Manual Training III

Manual Training VI. ....4
Mechanical Drawing VI
Applied Physics .........2
History of Education ....2
Applied Chemistry ...... .4
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE
First Year

Second Year

Co<?_king IV

::;:

Psychology ..............4

..-l

Cooking I

History of Education.....2

Public School Art I......4

Bacteriology ............. 2

f!lEs Chemistry (or Elective) ..4

Sewing .................4

Practice Teaching ...... .4

::;:

z

�

::;:

"z
ol

Psychology ..............4

Cooking V

Chemistry (or Elective) ..4

Sewing ..............•..4,

Cooking II

History of Education.....2

Public School Art........4

Bacteriology ............. 2
Practice Teaching ...... .4

Psychology of Occupations 4
Chemistry of Foods......4
Cooking III
Public School Art........4

Cooking VI
Sewing .................4
History of Education.....2
Bacteriology .............2
Elementary Manual
Training ..............4

PHYSICAL TRAINING CLASS
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DOMESTIC ART
First Year

Second Year

):I

Psychology ..............4

Domestic Art IV

E-<

Domestic Art I

Cooking I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4

..l

Public School Art I......4

History of Education.....2

Chemistry (or Elective) ..4

Art Design ..............2
Practice Teaching ·······4

Domestic Art II

Domestic Art V
Cooking II . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4

Public School Art........4

History of Education .....2

Psychology ..............4

"'

z Chemistry (or Elective) ..4

�1

-

Art Design ..............2
Practice Teaching . . . . . . .4

Psychology ..............4

Domestic Art VI

):I

Domestic Art III

Cooking III .............4

"z

Public School Art........4

History of Education .....2

Chemistry of Foods..... .4

Art Design .............. 2

E-<

U)

Practice Teaching .......4

Mathematics
DR. RILEY.
REQUIRED
1.

Life Certificate Course:
Arithmetic-Review, readings, observation, discussion, lectures,
papers.
Prerequisites : Algebra through quadratics, plane and solid
geometry. Four hours, 12 weeks.

Preparatory Course :
2. Elementary Algebra-Through quadratics. This course pre
supposes 24 weeks in Algebra.
3. Plane and Solid Geometry, 8 Books. Four hours, 36 weeks.
Rural School Course:
4. Arithmetic-Advanced Arithmetic and Methods of Teaching.
Four hours, 12 weeks.
5. Elementary Algebra-The fundamental operations, simple
equations, factoring, highest common divisor, lowest common
multiple, fractions, simultaneous equations, involution, evolu
tion. Four hours, 24 weeks.
6. Arithmetic-Review Arithmetic. Four hours, 12 weeks.
ELECTIVE
7. Plane Trigonometry. Four hours, 12 weeks.
8. Higher Algebra-Progressions, convergency and divergency of
series, undetermined coefficients, binomial theorem, logarithms,
permutations, combinations, summation of series. Four hours,
12 weeks.
9. Plane Analytic Geometry. Four hours, 12 weeks.
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10. 1, 2, Differential and Integral Calculus-The principles, methods
and applications to geometry, mechanics, and physics. Four
hours, 24 weeks.
11. Theory of equations. Four hours, 12 weeks.
12. Astronomy-A course in descriptive astronomy, including the
doctrine of the sphere, problems of practical astronomy;
dimensions of the sun, planets and satellites, and the methods
of their determination; chief facts concerning comets, meteors
and stars. 12 weeks.

Department of Music
MISS MARSH.

REQUIRED
1.

Elements of Vocal Music.-This is an academic course and
should precede the Teachers' Course in music. It presupposes
no extensive knowledge of music. It consists of foundation
work, the cultivation of the ear, the voice, and the beginning
of sight singing. Fall and Winter terms ( 4). 12 weeks.
2. Teachers' Course in Music.-This should be preceded by the
Elements of Music Course, although the latter may be omitted
if the student passes an examination acceptably. The work in
this class aims to prepare grade teachers for teaching this
subject in the first eight grades. Observation is made at
Training-school. Winter and Spring terms ( 4). 12 weeks.
Both of these courses are required in the Life Certificate Course.

ELECTIVE
3.

Harmony.-This course embraces the cultivation of the ear;
feeling for tone and chord color; chord relations; melodic
writing; the harmonization of melodies, etc. Students taking
this work are supposed to be able to play simple melodies,
accompaniments, and hymn tunes. The work covers three
terms. Text-Skinner's Harmony, Norris' Harmony ( 4).
36 weeks.
4. History of Music.-This course consists of a general outline of
the growth and development of music and its relation to the
history of the race. A thesis on some subject assigned is re
quired. Text-Hunt's History of Music (4). 24 weeks.
5. Voice Culture. The development of the speaking as well as
the singing voice is taken up in this class. Special attention is
paid to correct breathing, voice placing, enunciation, phrasing,
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etc. Where a student can not arrange for home practice, labora
tory credit only is given (4). 36 weeks.
6. Kindergarten Music.- The course is a suggestive one for
teachers in the primary grades as well as for specializing
students. The care of the child's voice and the development of
an appreciation for rhythm, as well as the acquirement of a
repertoire of children's songs and games are taken up. Spe
cializing students are required to play the songs and rhythmic
studies. Such students should report to the Director of Music
during the first quarter. 12 weeks.
7. Course of Study.-This course is designed specially for students
taking the Two Years' Course in Public School Music or the
Two Years' Music and Art Course. It involves a compre
hensive, comparative study of the leading systems in public
school music now in vogue. 12 weeks.

Physical Training
ETHEL ROCKWELL - Kalamazoo Public Schools.
All candidates for the life certificate are required to take Phys
ical Training I, II, III, and IV. Physical Training I and II
is required for graduation from the rural course and Physical
Training I, II, and III for graduation from the Graded School
Course.
Public School Gymnastics is a course planned for summer
school students.
A regulation gymnasium suit is required. A physical examina-'
tion is given each student at the beginning of the year in order
that no injury shall result from the work. Students temporarily
unfit for work will be excused, but will be expected to observe the
work of the class. Prompt enrollment and regular attendance are
necessary in order to secure credit.
In order that there shall be no conflict between Physical Train
ing and Teaching in the Training-School, Course IV is offered
during both the fall and winter quarters. All who teach during
the fall term should plan to take this course during the winter
term. All who expect to teach during any other term should take
this course during the fall term.
During the year a series of talks on personal and school hygiene,
gymnastics, games, etc., will be given as a part of Courses I, II,
and III.
PHYSICAL TRAINING I
Swedish gymnastics, marching, school games. Fall and Spring
terms. 12 weeks.
PHYSICAL TRAINING II
Physical Training II must be preceded by Physical Training I.
Swedish gymnastics, wand exercises, marching and fancy steps,
games. Winter term. 12 weeks.
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PHYSICAL TRAINING Ill
Physical Training III must be preceded by Physical Training I
and II.
Swedish gymnastics, dumb-bell exercises, marching, games.
Spring term, 12 weeks.
PHYSICAL TRAINING IV
Physical Training IV must be preceded by Physical Training
I, II, and III.
Swedish gymnastics, Indian clubs, marching, games. Attention
will be given to the arrangement of lessons and to the manner of
teaching gymnastics and directing games. Each student will have
some practice in arranging and teaching exercises to groups of
students. Fall and Winter terms. 12 weeks.
PUBLIC SCHOOL GYMNASTICS
This course is offered during the summer term and includes
gymnastics, school games (indoor and outdoor), marches, and steps
suitable for children in the graded and rural school No suit is
required for this course.

Psychology and Education
DR. McMANIS
REQUIRED
1.

2.

3.

4.

s -.

Psychology J._ A study of the elementary problems of psy
chology, with emphasis upon terminology and technique.
Angeli's Psychology used as text. Two hours per week of
required laboratory work. Fall and Winter terms ( 4). 12
weeks.
Psychology II.- A more intensive study of selected topics of
the subject. Angeli's Psychology used as basis for work, sup
plemented by reading and discussions based on other standard
texts on psychology and laboratory experiments. Winter and
Spring terms ( 4). 12 weeks.
History of Education.- This course will trace the development
of educational institutions and practice in Western Europe
and in America. Open to students who have completed work
in Psychology. Two hours per week throughout the year.
Lectures and library reading and investigation of selected top
ics (2). 18 weeks.
General Method.-The teaching process as based on the method
of learning will form the general material of this course.
Questions of educational aim, holding the child's interests and
economizing his activities, the relative value of subject-matter,
most efficient) mode of handling, will constitute topics of dis
cussion.
Fall and Spring terms ( 4). 12 weeks. Miss Sherwood.
ELECTIVE
Educational Theory.- A study of the bearing of science and
scientific method upon educational practice. An effort is made
in this course to develop concepts of control in the educational
process based on modern thought. Fall term ( 4). 12 weeks.
[56]
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Development of the Course of Study for the Grades.-A his
tory of the subjects of study during the past century, with spe
cial emphasis upon the principles underlying these subjects. A
careful study is made of the text-books used in schools through
out the century. Winter term (4). 12 weeks.
7. The Study of the Child.-Genetic aspects of child life and inter
ests. Observation and investigation of children carried on
under the direction of the instructor. Required of students in
kindergarten course. Spring term (4). 12 weeks.
8. The Psychology of the Occupations.-This course aims to
study the underlying motor attitudes towards industrial proc
esses, and the growth of control in these. The subjects of the
curriculum are studied in reference to these attitudes. Spring
term (4). 12 weeks.
9. Rural School Department.-A course in methods and practice.
Winter term (4). 12 weeks. Miss Sherwood.

6.

Rural School Course
MR. BURNHAM.
Subjects required in the Rural School Course and not described
here may be found designated among the departmental reports to
which they naturally belong.
1. Psychology.-This course is given in the fall term of the
second year. An attempt will be made to give such instruc
tion as will serve as a foundation for the courses in method
and practice and the course in management and state course of
study for rural schools. A further purpose of this course is to
inspire a permanent interest in the study of psychology. 12
weeks.
2. School Management.-This course is given in the spring term
and follows a winter term course in method and practice which
is given in the Training School. A text-book in school man
agement will be used 'and the State Maunal and Course of
Study for Rural Schools will serve as a basis for the course.
Observation in several rural schools will supplement this course.
12 weeks.
3. Rural Sociology.- Students in the Rural School Course will
have the advantage of planned reading, observation, and dis
cussion in rural sociology during the whole time of the course·
in a rural sociology seminar. This work will be continued in
the spring term of the second year as a class recitation subject
and an attempt will be made to relate it directly to the work of
the rural school. 12 weeks.
4. Agriculture.-This course will be given in the winter term. It
will be preceded and followed by nature study, with which it
will be closely articulated. The student will be made familiar
with the common school and high school text-books in ele
mentary agriculture and with the best available bulletin and
pamphlet material in this subject. Topics and facts adapted
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for oral and text-book instruction in rural schools will be
selected and discussed. 12 weeks.
5. United States History.-This course will be given in the fall
and winter terms of the second year. It is the purpose of this
course to review and supplement the student's common school
work in the subject. 24 weeks.
6. General History.-This course will be given in the fall and
winter terms of the first year. In this course some apprecia
tion of the scope and progress of the whole human story
should be gained. The more intensive study of particular
periods or peoples should gain interest from this course.
24 weeks.
7. Civics.-This course will be given in the spring term. Local
state and national government will be studied and instructive
supplementary material will be collected and read. 12 weeks.
8. Reading.-This course will be closely related to a course in
composition and with it will form a whole course running
through the three terms of the first year. Much reading will
be done and the fundamental standards of good reading will
be emphasized. 18 weeks.
9. Bookkeeping.-This course will be given in the spring term.
Students will be made familiar with general business forms
and practices and will be prepared to teach the work in this
subject which the state course of study outlines for eighth
and ninth grade pupils in rural schools. 12 weeks.

'

I
I

Science
MR. WOOD, MR. WORTH and ASSISTANT.
1.

2_.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Elementary Physics.-Including mechanics, hydrostatics, pneu
matics, heat, sound, light, electricity and magnetism. This is
a beginner's course and is required of all students who have
not previously taken the subject. Those whose preliminary
training has been deficient will supplement their work accord
ing to needs from this course. Laboratory work is required
and many experiments, intended to illustrate the various laws
of the science and to give facility in manipulation will be
performed. Each student will keep a record of his work.
Elementary and plane geometry must precede this course.
36 weeks.
Physics, Rural School.-Selected topics with special attention
to those phases of the subject that can be used in rural
schools. 24 weeks.
Physics.-An elective course designed to give the students
increased familiarity with the use and manipulation of physical
apparatus. Elective in Life Certificate Course. Trigonometry
tn'llst precede. 12 weeks.
Chemistry, Inorganic.- A beginners' course.
Includes the
chemistry of the metals and non-metals. Elementary Alegebra
a prerequisite. 24 or 36 weeks.
Organic Chemistry.-A course giving special attention to
chemistry of foods. 12 weeks.
Elements of Agriculture.-Required of Students in Rural
School Course. 12 weeks.
Principles of Botany.-The life history of plants is worked
out by following the plant through its cycle of seed, seedling,
adult, flower and fruit to seed again. This course is mainly
a laboratory study, but will be supplemented by field work,
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and by a brief exposition of the field relations of plants with
a view to analysis and classification. 24 weeks.
8. Plant Ecology.- This course takes up the study of plants in
relation to their environment, and consists of field work
accompanied by lectures on the principles governing the distri
bution of plants. Two or more field trips a week to places
in the neighborhood of Kalamazoo, and several trips to more
distant areas will form the basis of the course. 12 weeks.
9. Physiology.- A course for Rural School students. 12 weeks.
10. Physiology.-A teachers' course offered as an elective in the
Life Certificate Course. 12 weeks.
11. Nature Study.-This course is required in the prescribed Life
Course. Twice a week throughout the year. 18 weeks.
12. Bacteriology.- Required in Domestic Science Course. 18 weeks.

· Training Department
MARTHA A. SHERWOOD, Director
Critic TeachersAmelia Anderson,
Nellie M'Connell,
Emilie Townsend,
Jane K Atwood,
Bessie B. Goodrich.

COURSES IN TEACHING
Twenty-four weeks of teaching and observation are required
for graduation from the Life Certificate Course.· It is recom
mended that this be done in twelve weeks of two hours daily
teaching. If done in twelve weeks, no student is permitted to take
more than eight hours work in addition to teaching during that
period. If done in twenty-four weeks, students are permitted to
take twelve hours in addition to teaching. An elective of twelve
hours in practice teaching is offered for seniors in the Life Cer
tificate Course.
Twelve weeks of teaching and observation are required for
completion of the Graded School Course.
Twelve weeks of teaching, observation and study of methods
are required in the Rural School Course.
The hour from four to five must be reserved by all students
having practice work, for critic meetings and conferences with
critic teachers.
In the Life Certificate and Rural School courses only students
in the senior year are permitted to undertake practice teaching.
[62]
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PURPOSE
It is the purpose of the Training-School to develop some
measure of skill in the art of teaching by affording an opportunity
for observation of model work and practice teaching in a regular
school under expert guidance. Its work consists, therefore: 1 Of observation of model work; 2--of actual practice iu the
regular work of the school; and 3-of study and discussion of
important school problems.

PLAN
Teaching: Students will be assigned to two or three different
rooms for work during their practice teaching. In each room a
period of close observation will precede practice teaching. There
after, the critic teacher to whose room the student is assigned
will arrange for the teaching of a group, a class, or a full grade
of children, or observation of her own or another's teaching as in
her opinion the progress of the student-teacher requires.
Observation : In the belief that the cultivation of high ideals
of work is an important part of the training of teachers, system
atic observation of different phases of grade work is provided and
students are required to make reports of observations. Model
recitations for the observation of the whole class of student
teachers are given at regular periods by student-teachers and teach
ers of the training-school followed by full discussion of the merits
of the plan and work.
Lesson Plans: To train the student-teacher in systematic and
careful daily preparation for teaching, he is required to make
and submit regular plans showing the scope of the work to be
presented, the principles and plan of its teaching. The critic
teacher may req'1ire of the student full subject plans, daily plans,
or both as the work to be presented and the student's grasp of it
seem to require. A student may be debarred from teaching at
any time for failure to make well prepared plans.
Supervision: The principal of the training-school, critic
teachers, and to an extent, heads of departments, sup.ervise, criti
cise and assist student-teachers in their practice work. It is
desired to release student-teachers from close supervision as early
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as possible and to throw them on their own responsibility, guiding
them in the preparation of, and then making them responsible for
conditions in and results of their work. The criticism of students
is kindly and sympathetic, designed to be constructive rather than
destructive. It is general in critic meetings and individual in
private conference.
GENERAL EXERCISES

Morning exercises, special day exercises, and parents' recep
tions, are an important featur.e of the training-school to aid in
establishing the right " social relation " of the school, and to
assist in keeping the school alive to current happenings. Student
teachers are required to assist in planning and carrying out this
feature.
POSITIONS

The Western State Normal school purposes to recommend no
person for a position as teacher, unless the instructors are well
satisfied of the competency of the person to meet the demands of
the position. The recommendations of students for positions will
depend largely on the aptitude and ability they show in their
teaching in the training-school.

Students Enrolled
Adams, Bonnie .......Breedsville
Adams, Olive .............Alamo
Adriance, Margaret ....Gobleville
Albertson, George ........Cooper
Ampey, Jasper ........Gobleville
Anway, Carrie .........Plainwell
Appleton, Charles ......Wayland
Arnot, Una .......Mt. Clemens
Ashton, Bessie .......Kalamazoo
Ashton, Pearl ........Kalamazoo

Bishop, Louise ........Galesburg
Bissell, Mrs. F P . ....Kalamazoo
Bobb, Nina ..........Kalamazoo
Boyd, Margaret, Indianapolis, Ind.
Boyd, Ona ............Kalamazoo
Boyer, Plura ............Lawton
Breese, Olive ........Coomstock
Briggs, Essie ..........Vicksburg
Bright, Mabel ..........Oshtemo
Britton, Florence .....Kalamazoo
Brodie, Annette ........Lawton
,Bacigalupo, Adelina ...Kalamazoo · Brodhed, Daisy .......•.Decatur
Brooks, Charlotte ......Marshall
·Bacon, Almeda ....Grand Rapids
Brower, Grace .......Constantine
Baden, Philip .......Kalamazoo
Brown, Evah ..........Dowagiac
Bailey, Anna M ......Kalamazoo
Bailey, Merton ......Muncie, Ind. Brown, Jesse W. ..........Colon
Brown, Kate H. .........Pontiac
Baker, Bessie ........Kalamazoo
Brown, Mattie .........Galesburg
Baker, Mrs. Mabel, Grand Rapids
Brownell, Winifred ...Kalamazoo
Baldwin, Lillian .....Kalamazoo
Brudi, Emma ............Rondo
Barker, Glenna .....Battle Creek
Buckhout, Blanche ...Kalamazoo
Barker, Leita .........Lawrence
Buckley, Hazel .......Kalamazoo
Barnes, Isabelle ......Kalamazoo
Buckley, Sarah ......Kalamazoo
Barron, Alice .........Fennville
Burns, Laura ..........Bay City
Beckley, Hazel .......Kalamazoo
Burns, Louise ........Kalamazoo
Beckley, Naida .......Kalamazoo
Burnett, Alta .........Kalamazoo
Bender, Edith .......Kalamazoo
Burnett, Bessie ......Kalamazoo
Bender, J. Floyd .......Williams
Bushnell, Elwood .......Bronson
Bender, Grace .......Kalamazoo
Butler, Lydia ............Otsego
Bender, Leroy .........Williams
Butler, Zora ..........Paw Paw
Benson, Lucille ...........Lacey
Byers, Lillian . , ....•.• Dowagiac
Bishop, Lois .............Bangor
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Cackler, Hattie ..........Moline Deal, Lynn L. ........Kalamazoo
Caldwell, Gertrude ....Hinchman DeGroot, Sarah ....... Grandville
Calkins, Laura ..Hopkins Station DeHaven, Beatrice ....Kalamazoo
Calkins, Vieva ........Wayland DeLong, Edith ......Lake View
Campbell, Helen ..........Martin Den Bleyker, Anne ...Kalamazoo
Carlton, Nina .... .....Kalamazoo Dennis, Archie .......Kalamazoo
Carpenter, E. A. ...........Dorr 'Dennis, Mae F . ......Kalamazoo
Carr, Charlotte .......Union City Dennis, Lena ...........Hastings
Carroll, Charles ........Lawrence Dent, Pearl ..............Lapeer
Cassady, Maude ........Hastings Derby, Lorena .......Kalamazoo
Cassady, Nellie .........Hastings Devereaux, Catherine ...Ceresco
Catt, Hattie ..............Bangor Dillon, Elizabeth ......Paw Paw
Chandler, Nellie ..........Doster Dillon, Nellie ..........Paw Paw
Chisholm, Margaret, Battle Creek Dillon, Rose ..........Paw Paw
Christianson, Anna ....Muskegon Dispennette, Anna ....Kalamazoo
Clarke, Laura ............Albion Dix, Carrie ..........Kalamazoo
Cleveland, Mrs. Edith, Mattawan Donovan, Zell ..........Lawrence
Cleveland, Roy M. ....Mattawan Doolittle, Howard ......Richland
Cochran, Mrs. Cora Hinckley, Dorr, Elizabeth ......Galesburg
New Orleans, La.
Douglas, Charlotte .....·wayland
Colley, Amy ..........Plainwell Downey, Helen ......Kalamazoo
Comings, Mary ........Galesburg · Drake, Mary E. ......Kalamazoo
Conrad, Hal L. ............Glenn Duncan, Mary ........Kalamazoo
Cortwright, Maude ....Dowling Dunham, Lillie ..........Packard
Coville, Roy ..........Galesburg
Cromb, May ..........Dowagiac Eaton, Blanche ........Galesburg
Crotzer, Elizabeth ........Fulton Eberstein, Myra ..........Scotts
Crowell, Jessie .......Kalamazoo Eddy, Leo ............Sherwood
Curtis, Mabel 0. ......Vandalia Eddy, Katie ..........Sherwood
Curtis, Millie ........Kalamazoo Edwards, Carolyn ....Kalamazoo
Eldred, Leroy ............Butler
Dalenberg, Peter .....Kalamazoo Eldred, Margaret .....Kalamazoo
Daniels, Nina ............Owosso Eldredge, Clara ......Kalamazoo
Daniels, Ralph ...........Augusta Elliott, Florence ......Kalamazoo
Danielson, Anna .......Wakefield Ellsworth, Pansy .....Kalamazoo
Da'Sher, Gertrude .....Kalamazoo Ench, Augusta ........Woodville
Davis, Deland ......Battle Creek Ensfield, Mamie .......Fennville
Davis, Maude ........Kalamazoo Evans, Adelaide ....Howard City
Deal, Arlie ..........Kalamazoo Everest, Bessie .......Kalamazoo

STUDENTS ENROLLED
Every, Jessie .........Kalamazoo

Gunder, Olive, Indianapolis, Ind.

Fales, Guert ............Wayland
Farley, Irene .............Albion
Farnieau, Ghita ...... Kalamazoo
Faunce, W. H. ..........Cadillac
Fee, L. H . ..............Oshtemo
Ferguson, Beatrice ...Kalamazoo
Fink, Mrs. G. 0. .....Kalamazoo
Fisher, Louise ...........Cooper
Fiske, Belle .........Union City
Fiske, Maude ........Union City
Flink, Marie ........Kalamazoo
Flower, Delos ..........Augusta
Flynn, Elsie ............Oshtemo
Flynn, Mabel - .........Kalamazoo
Fortuine, Esther ..Fillmore Center

Hacker, Friedarike, Grand Rapids
Hackett, Lena ........Schoolcraft
Hagerman, Lottie ........Sturgis
Hall, Lulu ...............Sturgis
Haines, Marguerite ...Muskegon
Haner, Bessie ............Sturgis
Harback, Flora ........Galesburg
Harrigan, Nina .......Kalamazoo
Harrison, Nella .........Oshtemo
Hart, Ola .......Hopkins Station
Hart, Ruberta ........East Leroy
Hatfield, A gnes ......Kalamazoo
Hatfield, Anna, Indianapolis, Ind. _
;Hawley, Myrtle, Harbor Springs
Hayden, Hazel ........Cassopolis
Hayden, Ira .............I,awton
Hayden, Stella ........Cassopolis
Haynes, Ray ...........Oshtemo
Hayward, Myrtle .......Wayland
Healey, Fannie .........Hartford
Healey, Mabel .........Oshtemo
Heath, Bessie ........Kalamazoo
Henderson, Jessie .......Saginaw
\Henry, Eathel, ........ ..Athens
Hill, Edna ...........Schoolcraft
Hill ,. -Laura ............Plainwell
Hill, Lewis ................Texas
Hill, Viana ...........Vicksburg
Hinckle, Alcha ..........Mendon
Hitzler, No;a · ............Moline
Hochstein, Clara .....Kalamazoo
Hoisington, Grace, Three Rivers
Holden, Cecil .........Galesburg
Holten, Helen ........Kalamazoo
Howard, Emry ......Goblesville
Howard, George L. S. ....Texas
Hoyt, Cleo ............Plainwell

Gardiner, Frances ....Vicksburg
Garrison, Dee Janes ....Hartford
Garnhart, Edna ......Kalamazoo
George, Henrietta .....Marcellus
Gilbert, Florence .........Moline
Gilkey, Marguerite .....Plainwell
Gillmore, Dollie ..........Shiloh
Gitchel, Nancy ......Hudsonville
Glass, Mrs. Hazel ....Kalamazoo
Glazier, Jessie .........Galesburg
Godfrey, Eunice ......Kalamazoo
Goodenow, Lucene ..Kalamazoo
Grable, Ella ............Otsego
Grabble, Lillian ..........Otsego
Greer, Lizzie ...........Augusta
Grill, Maude .............Athens
Grottrup, Maggie .......Holland
Grover, Ethel ...........Bedford
Grover, Jerry .............Scotts
Grover, Mildred ...........Scotts
Gulley, Ethel ............Merrill
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Huller, Floyd . '. ......•..Climax
Hunt, Gail ............Mattawan
Hunt, Hebe ..........Kalamazoo

Lane, Lucille .........Kalamazoo
Lane, Neva .............Mendon
Lawrence, Hulda .......Augusta
Leavengood, George I. ....Athens
Ireland, Bertha, Berrien Center Le Duke, Leo ........Lawrence
,Isham, Mary E. ........Hastings Leuckel, Florence ....Kalamazoo
Jackson, Hannah .....Kalamazoo Liddle, Bessie ............Cooper
Jameson, Eva ........Kalamazoo Livelsberger, Katherine ..........
Kalamazoo
Jeffrey, Alice .........Kalamazoo
Jennings, Caroline ......Petoskey 1Lukens, Elsie ............Coloma
Jequette, Lola ............Olivet ·Luneke, Norman ...Grand Rapids
Jewell, Don ............Assyria Lynch, Mary ...........Vandalia
Johnson, Charles ........Augusta Lynch, Vera ...........Vandalia
· Johnson, Grace ......Kalamazoo Malone, Belle ........Kalamazoo
Johnson, Jesse .......Kalamazoo Maloney, Avery ......Kalamazoo
Johnson, Nellie· ..........Lowell Maioney, Clarence ....Kalamazoo
Jones, Alice ...............Niles Mann, Jessie ..............Corey
Jones, George A. .....Kalamazoo Marhoff, Gertrude .....Galesburg
!ones, Mary .........Kalamazoo Marshall, Hilda ....Battle Creek
Jones, Pearl ............Lawton Marten, Emma ............Scotts
Judson, Eleanor .....Kalamazoo Martin, Jane ..........Caledonia
judson, Mabel .......Schoolcraft Martin, Jessie ........Vicksburg
Judson, Mary E. ....Kalamazoo Martin, Minnie ............Scotts
Keables, Doris .......Kalamazoo Mason, Arthur .......Kalamazoo
Kellogg, Georgia ........Lawton Mason, Marion ......Kalamazoo
Kern, Jessie ............Decatur Masselink, Hattie .......Drenthe
Kiltz, Blanche ........Kalamazoo ,McAllister, Edith ........Cressey
Kirby, Harold .........Galesburg McAllister, May ........Pennfield
Klenk, Marguerite ........Sparta McDonald, Katherine, Kalamazoo
Kline, Gertrude ....Moore Park McKee, Winifred ....Kalamazoo
Knapp, Lillian ...........Otsego McMaster, Mame ......Vicksburg
Knapp, Mary .........Kalamazoo McNaughton, Henry D...........
Grand Rapids
Koster, Gail ............Augusta
McNett, Orville ......Kalamazoo
Laine, Elizabeth ......Kalamazoo Mc Williams, Ruby ......Decatur
Lamberson, Beth .....Kalamazoo Meade Dorr ...........Woodville
Lamberson, Leah ....Kalamazoo Melvin, Hope ......Bloomingdale
Lampen, Albert E. .....Hamilton Merrick, Arthur ....West Branch
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Middleton, Bernice ....Kalamazoo Paxson, Lena ...........Wayland
Miles, Susan ....Hopkins Station 'Payette, Pearl ...........Bedford
Milheim Anna .......Minor Lake Peck, Carrie .........Kalamazoo
Miller, Mrs. Aaron, Kalamazoo Peet, Grace ............Augusta
Miller Elizabeth ......Kalamazoo Pepple, Blanche ....Grand Rapids
Miller, Elnora ........Springport Perley, Mary E . ......Kalamazoo
Miller, Ida L., Warsaw, Indiana Pierce, Electa .........Vicksburg
Moise, Josephine ........Augusta 'Pierce, Fannie .......Kalamazoo
Molden, Naomi ......Three Oaks Pike, Bertha ..............Texas
Monroe, Pearl .........Lawrence Piotter, Bertha .......Kalamazoo
Montfort, Rowena .......Mendon 'Plough, John ........Kalamazoo
Moore, Mary .........Kalamazoo Potter, Annie .........Kalamazoo
Moore, Mamie ........Quincy, Ill. Potter, Floyd ..........Plainwell
Mosher, Grace ........Kalamazoo Pritchard, Leo J. .....Kalamazoo
Mosher, Lucy ..........Lawrence Pritchard, Marjorie ...Kalamazoo
Mosher, May E . .......Lawrence Putnam, Bessie .........Richland
Mumby, Sarah ..........Mendon
Myers, Sada .............. Hesperia Quintal, Mollie .......Kalamazoo
Neheron, Bessie ........Mendon
Newkirk, Mrs. Nellie, Oshtemo
Newton, Neva ........Kalamazoo
Norris, Addie ........Middleville
North, Lena ..........Kalamazoo
Norton, Grace ..............Hart
Norton, Mary .........Dowagiac
Nower, Lottie .........Lawrence
O'Keefe, Mary ......Three Rivers
Oliver, Bessie ......... Kalamazoo
Osborn, Clara ..........Tekonsha
Osgood, Fern .........Cloverdale
Owens, Ruby .........Kalamazoo
Pallett, Martha .......Kalamazoo
Palmiter, Celia .........Bellevue
Park, Bessie ..........Kalamazoo
Parker, Etta May .....Kalamazoo
Parker, Margaret ...Battle Creek
Paxton, Jeanne .....Battle Creek

Raab, Ethel ................Flint
Rasey, Marie...........Nashville
Rathbun, George .........Lawton
Reynolds, Ferne ......Centerville
Rice, Howard ........Kalamazoo
Roberts, Sybil ........Kalamazoo
Robinson, Ethel ...........Delton
Robinson, Mrs. Lily ....Vicksburg
Rodgers, Carl ...........Oshtemo
Rogers, Mabel .........Mattawan
Rome, Letta .............Portage
Romig, Alma .........Kalamazoo
Romig, Bessie .............Byron
Romig, Jennie .............Byron
Rood, Lucille .........Kalamazoo
Rooney, Jennie .......Kalamazoo
Root, E. V...............Bangor
Rose, Lorena .........Kalamazoo
Russel, Melia.............Otsego
Ruthrauff, Mary ..........Otsego
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Salisbury, John C .......Park\rille
Scales, Beth ............Plainwell
Scales, Winifred .......Plainwell
Schall, Eleanor ........Marcellus
Schau, Marguerite .....Kalamazoo
Schilling, Edith .......Kalamazoo
Schlorf, Emma .......Kalamazoo
Schmidt, Norma .......Dowagiac
Scott, Bertha .............Detroit
Scott, Maude .........Kalamazoo
Shaw, Mrs. Georgia .....Oshtemo
Shaw, Mary ............Oshtemo
Shaw, Zoe ............Kalamazoo
Shea, Anna ...........Kalamazoo
Shenstone, Anna ......Kalamazoo
Shepard, Nicholas ........Cooper
Shepardson, Carl .....Kalamazoo
Sherwood, J. Marion ...Plainwell
Shields, Leona ........Kalamazoo
Sibole, Daisy ............Bangor
Sievers, George .......Kalamazoo
Simmonds, Ida .......Kalamazoo
Simmonds, Vivian ....Kalamazoo
Simmons, Agnes .......Lawrence
Simpson, Alma ........Galesburg
Sister Borromea ........Nazereth
Sister Cecilia ...........N azereth
Sister Celestine .........Nazareth
Sister Clotilda ..........Nazereth
Sister Collette ..........Nazereth
Sister De Chanton ......Nazereth
Sister Geraldine ........Nazereth
Sister Loyola ...........Nazereth
Sister Lucile ............Nazereth
Sister Mercedes ........Nazereth
Sister Richard ..........Nazereth
Sister Seraph in .........Nazereth
Sister Winifrede ........Nazereth

Sister Zita .............Nazereth
Skinner, Myrtice ......Kalamazoo
Smith, Emma .....Grand Rapids
Smith, iEthel.........Kalamazoo
Snyder, James .........Caledonia
Snyder, R. B.........Kalamazoo
Sooy, Mrs. Netta .......Wayland
Sooy, Garnet ...........Wayland
Southwick, Marjory ...Kalamazoo
Southwick, W. T .....Kalamazoo
Spangler, Faith .......La Grange
Spangler, Truth .......La Grange
Sperry, Zulu .........Kalamazoo
Speyer, Maude .......Kalamazoo
Sprague, Irene.........Dowagiac
Springstead, Alice ...... Plainwell
Stanton, Grace ..........Dowling
Starkweather, Mrs. J., Kalamazoo
Steinbarger, Almeda .....Mendon
Stimson, Rush ..........Oshtemo
Stoddard, Grace ......Kalamazoo
Stout, Jessie ............Marshall
Streeter, Hazel ........Plainwell
Stretch, Verna .........Dowagiac
Strong, Myrtle .........Caledonia
Stuart, Edna ....Lake Forest, Ill.
Stuck, Volney ...Hopkins Station
Stuyvesant, Hazel ....Kalamazoo
Swisher, Maude ........Dowagiac
Swonk, Katie ............Mendon
Teman, Tebe .........Kalamazoo
Thackery, Alice .......Kalamazoo
Thackery, Mary ......Kalamazoo
Thrasher, Effie ............Albion
Thoms, Bertha .....Three Rivers
Tickner, Susan .......Kalamazoo
Timm, Alma .......Three Rivers

STUDENTS ENROLLED
Trudgeon, Violet .........Vulcan
Turner, Marjorie ........Lawton
Turner, Sarah ........Kalamazoo
Tyler, Maude ...........Wayland
Underwood, Ethel ......Galesburg
Updike; Audrey ........Ypsilanti
Valleau, Irwin .........Paw Paw
Vanderburg, Lena .....Hastings
Van Fleet, Lena ......Kalamazoo
Van Laan, Leo C...Grand Rapids
Vc!nnocker, Elsie ........Bellevue
Van Saw, R. P .........Petoskey
Vaughn, Cynthia ...Bloomingdale
Veley, Jessie .........Gobleville
Wade, Willard ........Buchanan
Waite, Charlotte .....Kalamazoo
Waldorf, Inez .........Yorkville
Waldorf, Nina .........Hastings
Walker, Allie ........Kalamazoo
Walter, Lora ..........Yorkville
Walton, Jessie ........Kalamazoo
Wandell, Wortle ......Vicksburg
Ward, Frances ......Kalamazoo
Waring, Bernice .....Kalamazoo
Warner, Luella ........Augusta

Warner, Mabel L .......Augusta
Warner, Melissa .......Dowling
Welch, Cora ..........Kalamazoo
Wenger, Ida ...........Caledonia
Wenger, M. Jane ......Caledonia
Wenger, Mary .........Caledonia
Westfall, Nellie ..........Cooper
Wetherbee, Virginia ..Vicksburg
Wheater, Walter .....Plainwell
Whitcomb, Claire .....Plainwell
White, Louise .......Kalamazoo
Willard, Inez ..........Marcellus
Willson, Katheryn ........Olivet
Willson, Ortha ...........Olivet
Wilson, Mrs. Ella .....Kalamazoo
Wilson, Marion ......Dowagiac
Wilson, Theda ........Lake View
Winchel, Iva ........Kalamazoo
Windoes, Bertha .....Kalamazoo
Winn, Katherine .....Kalamazoo
Woodman, Emma ..Traverse City
Wooley, Tessie .........Bedford
Wooster, Lyell ........Dowagiac
Youngs, Lucretia ......Plainwell
Youngs, Mattie ......Kalamazoo
Zimmer, A. R ......Grand Rapids

